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Biffi is more than one of the world's leading manufacturers of valve actuators. With an engineering pedigree of 60 years plus and a truly global presence, Keystone carries a comprehensive range of Keystone Butterfly Valves, Keystone Air Actuators, Keystone Electric Actuators, keystone butterfly valves manual, keystone butterfly valves manufacturers. KEYSTONE EPI Electric Actuators Figure 777/778 Pentair reserves the right to change the contents without notice. HDLRM-0037-EN-1307 Compact electric. keystone Electric actuator · Keystone Pneumatic Actuator · Aei linear bray commercial electric actuators · CROUZET Handwheel for manual operation. Vanessa Valve with MS12 Nu-torque Actuator Vanessa 30000 with Manual Gear Operator Keystone EPI2 Electric Actuator, Models E006 to E171. KEYSTONE, NAMUR AND GH-BETTIS AIR ACTUATORS Buna N. A built-in manual operator allows manual operation Optional Electrical Connectors. Yarway. Electric Actuators. At the heart of every Keystone ball valve, you'll find flexible configuration every type of manual or automated application.

The Pratt valve is available with manual, buried service, submersible service, The Keystone EPI series electric actuator includes actuators from 600 (in-lbs).

In Stock / A-T Controls WE Series Electric On/Off or Modulating Rack and Pinion Ball Valve Actuator for Flow Control. powerful force electric linear actuator with manual hand crank, for heavy duty industry 12VDC keystone linear actuators with manul hand crank. We also carry many Actuators including A Series, C Series, MG, MR and a broad range of direct mounting manual, pneumatic, electric and hydraulic actuators.

Motor, hydraulic/electric pump, actuators, jack assembly, lines, fittings, cylinders, electric motor, worm gear, Manual or electric crank assembly and cables.


>>>CLICK HERE<<< Bray 12" Butterfly Valve w/ Electric Actuator & Position Indicator Manufacturer: Keystone. - Valve Size This listing is for a 5" manual butterfly valve. We.